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Losonczy and Aldana 

Colliding military conceptions at 16th century Hungary 

 

At 1551. the peace with the Ottoman Empire ended and Ferdinand I. had to 

face a new Ottoman attack. The first happened on the autumn of 1551, when 

Mehmed Sokolli, the pasha of Rumelia tried to capture major south-eastern fortresses 

like Lippa and Temesvár. This was repelled by the garrisons and the field troops. The 

next year, 1552, saw the fall of most of the important castles and fortresses of 

Hungary: Temesvár, Lippa, Szolnok and dozens of smaller castles and outposts were 

taken, and only Eger could withstand the siege, mostly because the Ottomans 

reached this northern fortress in late August.   

In the shadow of these events, lain several other conflicts and tensions. One 

of these erupted between Ferdinand I’s troops consisting of mostly German, Italian 

and Spanish soldiers and the Hungarian troops of the local magnates. There were 

also tensions between the commanders. The most memorable is the conflict of the 

Spanish commander Bernardo de Aldana with the commander of Temesvár, István 

Losonczy. 

When I first encountered these conflicts in the modern scholarly literature, I 

generally came across the following interpretations:  on the one hand, the foreigners 

were presented as incompetent, and also cowardly, what is more, ruthless looters and 

pillagers, fighting only for money. On the other hand, the Hungarians were brave 

soldiers and competent fighters; however they had to suffer betrayal from the 

traitorous foreigners. Especially Aldana had a poor reputation. He was accused of 

sabotaging the defence of Temesvár, as the commander of Lippa.  Allegedly, he did 

so because he sought after Losonczy’s positions, thus not only did he sabotage the 

defence, but he also failed to come to relief the besieged fortress. Additionally, he 

wrote some defaming letters to the king, with the intention of removing Losonczy.  

Because of the aforementioned narrative, a set of questions occurred to me. 

What interested me was not only the question of reputation, but also the roots of 

these stereotypes. These mercenaries were battle-worn soldiers of the Schmalkaldic- 

or the Italian Wars, whose deeds in Hungary were not in harmony with those of their 

past. Also, it is probable that the soldiers were ill-natured, however it would be 

highly implausible that no resolution existed to their conflicts. Why were they then 

unable to overcome their strives in order to serve their king more efficiently?  
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Consequently, I have decided to take a closer look at the conflicts of these 

mid-16
th

 century soldiers. I choose the conflict of Aldana and Losonczy, as it is well 

documented, and it also has sufficient amount of literature I could rely on. This 

conflict enabled me to outline the causes of the clashes between these different 

soldiers, and the reasons for the bad cooperation between them. 

 

 

The two main characters of the events were representative characters of 

their times. István Losonczy was a feudal magnate from Nograd County. He had 

huge estates, streching from the River Hron to Kassa, and he was the comes of two 

counties. His family was ancient and influential. From his estates, he recruited 

considerably amount of soldiers, and also led the troops of the two counties where he 

served as comes. He participated in several skirmishes and smaller battles with the 

Ottomans, earning a reputation among the ottomans as a dangerous opponent. At the 

summer of 1551, the title of the Count of Temes and General of the Southlands was 

offered to him, what he accepted.  

 

Bernardo Vilella de Aldana in his youth joined to the tercios, the elite 

infantry-squadrons of the time. He served in the Schmalkaldic War, and at the battle 

of Mühlberg he showed outstanding skills. For his role in the battle, he was promoted 

and became the commander of the Tercio of Naples. However, later he was made the 

commander of the Spanish unit that Charles V sent his brother Ferdinand, to help 

him against the Ottomans and his Hungarian opposition. Aldana took command of 

his men on the spring of 1549. 

Aldana took part in the battles in Upper Hungary against magnates opposing 

Ferdinand’s rule, where he proved his talents as outstanding artillery-commander at 

the sieges of castles. In the autumn of 1550, he moved to Szolnok with his troops. 

There, he took a significant role in the building of a fortification. He and his unit 

were relocated to Transylvania at the spring of 1551.     

It is important to remark that Aldana had a successful military career after 

1554. First, he was appointed as the Artillery General of Milan – the 3
rd

 Duke of 

Alba asked especially him for this position. In 1558 he was appointed for the same 

position in Naples. He took part in and died during the Djerba campaign in 1560. 

Such a career does not point to the image of an incompetent and cowardly man, but 
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to somebody who was skilful and also well-known. So what were the reasons for his 

debacle in Hungary and why was he depicted by the both his contemporaries and in 

the later scholarly reflections as a coward and a traitor?  

 

 

It is important to highlight that Aldana and Losonczy met before 1552: they 

worked together since the autumn of 1550, and, the most important, both of them 

were in Temesvár during its siege in October 1551; Losonczy as the commander, and 

Aldana as his second-in command. They were successful, and in letters Aldana 

praised Losonczy’s commander skills in open field engagements, and in recapturing 

lands from the Ottomans. However, he also wrote that Losonczy was not capable as 

fortress commander. Alter  also acted as commander and made decisions instead of 

Losonczy when the latter was at the Etate General during that winter. This, however, 

did not accumulate in conflicts between the two, and their relationship, according to 

the documents, was cordial until May 1552.  

 

After the Etate General in the spring of 1552, Losonczy found the fortress in 

a poor condition: parts of its walls were still in ruins after the Ottomans laid a siege 

on it during October 1551. But this is the first point of the Aldana-Losonczy conflict 

where the classical theories can be overwritten. Historians held Aldana liable of 

sabotage. They wrote that Aldana left the fortress on 14 April, hence the 

constructions works ended. However, in a letter from Castaldo to Ferdinand, 

Castaldo wrote that the owner of the Castle of Gyula, György Patóchy died, and 

Castaldo feared that such an important fort would fall into disloyal hands. So he 

ordered Aldana to move there with troops, and “do not leave until further orders are 

given.” Aldana moved there, and stayed until mid-June. There, he even met with 

Losonczy who headed south to take command of the fortress. Castaldo’s decision, 

however, took the only person away from Temesvár who had sufficient knowledge 

of fortifications. There is no document remaining from Castaldo about the issue of 

replacement. Also, both Losonczy and Aldana away, the garrison was without 

commander for a month. 

 

With few troops and a fortress still in ruins, Losonczy tried to organize a 

defence and slow down the Ottoman offensive. He planned to attack the crossing 
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Ottomans near the Tisza river, and using the “scorched earth” strategy to prevent 

them from plundering the area. This caused a conflict betweenhim and Aldana. As 

Losonczy wrote, Aldana banned the Spanish troops to take part in the actions, and he 

also sent a letter to the king and Castaldo to prevent Losonczy’s action, stating that 

Losonczy “looting like a turk”. These acts were labelled by Losonczy as cowardice, 

and the historians accepted this opinion.  

The writings of Aldana and Losonczy are not that startling, if they are 

situated in the context of their social backgrounds. Losonczy served as a commander 

of irregular cavalry in his whole life, and had no experience as commander of forts. 

Aldana was a commander of infantry, but his true skills were lying in the direction of 

artillery and building fortifications. Both acted according to their respective 

backgrounds in mind. Losonczy pursued the military tactics of the earlier times: 

destroying the infrastructure, hence the Ottomans would not be able to get supplies 

from the area. Aldana, on the other hand, wanted to preserve this infrastructure. In 

the autumn of 1551, these fortresses suffered severe damage due to unsuccessful 

Ottoman sieges. Because of Losonczy’s tactic, the local population fled the area, 

leaving no human resources to carry out the necessary works.  

It also explains why he did not move a relief force to break the siege of 

Temesvár at the summer of 1552. He had two hundred Spanish soldiers, a squadron 

of Germans, and a number of Hungarian and Serbian, amounting to three thousand. 

Bu earlier, at the 4h of March 1552, he failed in an open-field battle, where he led 

mostly irregular Hungarian infantry and cavalry. In this adventure, he with the 

Hungarian self-made soldier, Mihály Tóth, tried to recapture Szeged. The troops 

were made from 5000 Hungarian irregular and a thousand regular soldiers. However, 

the ottomans forced them to an open-field battle, where the irregulars were 

completely cut down, and the battle was lost. He admitted in his memoir that he lost 

control and was unable to lead this undisciplined unit. Therefore it is also doubtful 

that he would be able to lead such a diverse and undisciplined group against the 

Ottoman army. What is more, they were heavily outnumbered by the Ottoman 

forces; their troops consisting of around fifty-thousand soldiers. 

However, he attempted to organize a relief, or at least a helping force. He 

ordered Mihály Tóth, to gather his men and try to smuggle gunpowder into the 

fortress, using the secret passages in the swamps. However, Tóth’s company was 

ambushed on the way, most of his men were slain, and Tóth was seriously injured.  
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Temesvár had fallen, leaving Losonczy and his garrison dead. In his last 

letter sent from  the castle, Losonczy blamed Aldana and his incompetence for the 

failure. However, it should be clear that Aldana could not prevent the failure, as he 

was the commander of an army that was both outnumbered and outmatched by the 

Ottomans. 

Also, both of them wanted the position of the Commander of Temesvár for 

difficult reasons, mostly because it was important of their career. 

 

The aforementioned conflicts and clashing interests indeed poisoned his 

relationship with Losonczy, but it should now be clear that he did not betray him. In 

his memoirs, he was actually grieving the death of Losonczy and he remembered him 

as a friend. It can be seen that their conflict was not caused by personal tensions, but 

was a reason of mutual ignorance towards each other’s cultural and military 

backgrounds.  

 

This conflict, presented above, was not something unique. At Szolnok, the 

Hungarian commander, Lőrincz Nyáry was abandoned by his foreign garrison two 

days before the siege. Historians indicted the cowardly foreigners with abandoning 

the battlefield. However, Nyáry earlier was a commander of hussars, he had 

experience neither with infantry, nor with foreigners, and not only was he never in 

charge of a whole garrison, but he also never served in garrison before. Because of 

that, he was hesitant, gave questionable orders to his subordinate officers who 

generally overrode his commands. He lost his respect in front of his soldiers, and 

therefore failed to keep the garrison together and battle-ready.  

I think Nyáry’s case can also well exemplify, that the different ways of 

thinking and commanders of even common soldiers ‘taken out of their context’ could 

damage the relations, and can not only be attributed to jealousy, cowardice, or other 

personal characteristics. Nyáry and Losonczy were able in open field battles, raids, 

and skirmishes, but had no experience with infantry and fortresses, while Aldana was 

just the opposite, therefore a creation of a relief force from irregulars was far beyond 

his capabilities. They acted following their experiences, expertise and the patterns 

they have seen or learnt on their respective battlefields. What was a bit tragic, that 

both way of warfare was needed: light cavalry was necessary to counter Ottoman 
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pillage-raids, while foreign regulars were needed in defence- or siege of a castle, or 

open-field engagement with major Ottoman forces. 


